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Fill in the blanks using will , shall or going to!!
1. _____________  it for you?!!
2. _____________ I carry this bag for you?!!
3. He __________ be playing football when you arrive.!!
4. The lesson ____________ start in ten minutes.!!
5. ____________ we go for movie on Friday night?!!
6. ________________ you make some breakfast for me? I’m tired.!!
7. They  ____________ to prison.  The judge has already decided.!!
8. ___________ you come with me?!!
9. He  ___________ to Barbados tonight. He booked his ticket last week.!!
10. _____________ I go with you?!!
11. ______________ I put the heating on for us?!!
12. ______________ I buy this car? What is your honest opinion?!!
13. _____________ you really buy this car for me?!!
14. We ___________ to watch a play the theatre tonight. Do you want to join us?!!
15. I don’t think we __________ make it on time. ________ we just leave it?!!!!!!!!!!!
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Fill in the blanks using will , shall or going to!!
1. __Shall___________  it for you?!!
2. __Shall___________ I carry this bag for you?!!
3. He __going to________ be playing football when you arrive.!!
4. The lesson _____is going to_______ start in ten minutes.!!
5. ____Shall________ we go for movie on Friday night?!!
6. ________Will________ you make some breakfast for me? I’m tired.!!
7. They  __are going__________ to prison.  The judge has already decided.!!
8. ___________ you come with me?!!
9. He  ____is going to_______ to Barbados tonight. He booked his ticket last 
week.!!
10. ______Shall_______ I go with you?!!
11. ____Shall__________ I put the heating on for us?!!
12. ___Shall___________ I buy this car? What is your honest opinion?!!
13. ____Will_________ you really buy this car for me?!!
14. We __are going_________ to watch a play the theatre tonight. Do you 
want to join us?!!
15. I don’t think we ___will or are going to_______ make it on time. __shal-
l______ we just leave it?
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